We have had a busy and fruitful year. Our programs are growing, and we are excited about our future possibilities. So this is the perfect time to say Thank You to our dedicated Staff and Volunteers who work year-round, logging in thousands of hours to ensure we’re able to reach out and help as many people as possible. Please join me in thanking our Board, too, who carve time out of their busy schedules to volunteer their expertise and loyally support our mission of serving through faith in action.

Cameron House is proud to have served the San Francisco Chinatown Community for over 140 years. As this new year approaches, we want you to know that we will continue providing a welcome home, safe haven, and greatly needed, culturally appropriate services to our low-income immigrant Chinese youth and families.

This special Year-End issue of the Current will give you a quick snapshot of some of the things we’ve been involved in this year, and it will list our fantastic, dedicated donors - that’s you!!!

Thank you for making this such a wonderful year - your support has enabled hundreds of children, youth, families, and elderly receive individualized assistance. Because of your generosity, they have had opportunities for a healthier and happier life. And they have been able to travel their journey with people who believe in them and help them every step of the way. On their behalf, we thank you!

We wish you and your loved ones a safe, happy, healthy, and prosperous 2017.

P.S. To save on printing costs, the paper version of this Current will only include Tributes and Memorials. A full donor list is available online (www.cameronhouse.org).

October was Domestic Violence (DV) Awareness month, and City Hall was illuminated in purple. Our Social Services Ministry and other non-profits met at City Hall on Oct 6th to highlight the importance of ending DV.
Boys2Men

Members of Boys2Men, enjoying a rest after a rugged game of basketball. Boys2Men is one of our new programs, developed and led by Sherman Gee and Casey Chow. (See the Summer 2016 Current for more info.)

B.A.S.I.C.

Our B.A.S.I.C. (Brothers And Sisters In Christ) participants chilling out for a few minutes at Westminster Woods. (See the Fall 2016 Current for more info.)

Light the Night

BRAVO to AMBITION, CHANCE, and ORIFLAMME, who joined together to reach out to the homeless in San Francisco. (See the Fall 2016 Current for more info.)

THANK YOU to Stan Hui, Don Ng, Newton Lam, and Byron Ho, who provided an informative and engaging Career and Life panel!
Over 45 people attend the Cancer Support Group monthly; and 19 members are receiving home visits or phone calls weekly from the Friends of Ai, who deserve a huge THANK YOU for the time they so generously give. Approximately 20 women (and their kids) attend the Women’s Support Group throughout the year. (See the Summer and Fall 2016 Currents for more info.)

THANK YOU to the San Francisco Chinatown Rotary Club for funding 15 Comfort Bags, which we provided to women who are escaping Domestic Violence situations. They appreciate the thought and care that’s put into each bag; it helps them know they’re not alone.

THANK YOU to our devoted Food Pantry volunteers who donate many hours each week to help distribute food! A shout out to the San Francisco Food Bank and Community Ambassadors for providing the food and assisting those waiting in line!

We serve an average of 234 people each week!

Approximately 304,000 pounds of food was distributed in 2016!
Tributes, Memorials, & All Donations  from Oct 1, 2015 - Sept 30, 2016

To reduce costs, this printed Current lists only Tributes and Memorials donors. A list of all donors can be found in the Current pdf online (www.cameronhouse.org). Please let us know if we have inadvertently missed your name, and we will be happy to update the pdf copy on our website!
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Christopher K. Jeong
Gwendolyn K. Jeong
Gwendolyn W. Jeong
Virginia Jeong
William and Sharon Jeong
Aarom Jeung and Joyce Tanaka
Donald and Marlene Jeung
Lydia Jeung
Carl and Jacqueline Jew
Gary and Beverly Jew
Jonathan and Rhonda Jew
Keith Jew and Pamela Jang
Kenneth Jew
William and Lillian Jew
Mark Jion
Allison and Jeffrey Joe
Arnold and Bettie Joe
Cynthia J. Joe
Victor Joe
Carol E. Jones
Denis Jong
Greg and Pamela Jong
Alyssa Jow
Bob and Cheryl Jow
Brenda T. Jow
Vitus Jow and Grace Jow
Bonnie L. Jue
Kristen Jue
Dana and Charlene Jung
Loreen and Vincent Jung
Marcus A. Jung
May Jung
Victor L. Jung
Ronnie Kaan
Andrew and Mary Kachmar
Mark Kie-Kee
Edward Kam and Peggy Huey
Rene Kame
Alvin Kanda
Franklin and Diana Kao
Rebekah Kao and Roger Louie
Willie Kao
Lisa Kapken
Allen and Robin Kato
Lucinda Lee Katz
Patricia and Karl Kaussen
Gregory and Carol Kawasaki-Wong
William Keast
Bart and Barbara Keavney
Neil and Roberta Kelly
Carol Kiely
InHo and Theresa Kim
John C. Kim
Laura and John Kim
Richard and Judy Kim
Soo Kim
Karen Kimura
Linda King
William and Margaret King
Mary Ellen and Douglas Kirkpatrick
Elizabeth Kirton
Alan and Sylvia Kitashima
Miyoung Kleine
Hollinshead Knight
Catherine Ko
Martin Ko
Lucille Kong
Sindy Kong
David Kono
Carole Krotzer
Wilma Krueger
Laurie Kum
Terry and Anita Kwak
Benson and Helen Kwan
Glenn and Jacqueline Kwan
Timothy Kwan
Louis and Lavinia Kwok
Chui Ping Kwong
Karen L. Kwong
Kenneth and Josephine Kwong
Paula Kwong
Rachel Kwong
Robert Kwong
Yulanda Kwong
Howard Lai and Lance Tagomori
Virginia Lai
William and Rhonda Lakatos
Adam and Fanny Lam
Calvin and Susan Lam
Donald and Regina Lam
Erika M. Lam
Gordon and Sandra Lam
Kam Fung Pang-Lam
Lubert and Jenny Lam
Newton Lam and Maria James
Nixon and Jeannie Lam
Palmer and Betty Lam
Santos and Connie Lam
Tiffany Lam
Vivian K. Lam
Wilson and Mary Lam
Derek Lang
Christine Lansing
Jocelyn Lao
Cathy Larocca
James and Carol Lathrop
Cindy L. Lau
Collin and Catherine Lau
Collin Lau
Julie and Nathan Lau
Mitchell Lau
Peter and Dolores Lau
Philip Lau
Wendy and William Law
Howard Lazar
Linda Leao
Rev. Eric and Sindy Ledermann
Alexandra Lee
Alson and JoAnn Lee
Andrew Lee and Karen Lum
Benjamin Lee
Beverly Lee
Christopher Lee
Chuck Lee
Chun and Judy Lee
Cody Friesenborg Lee and Gordon Lee
Connie L. Lee
Cynthia K. Lee
Daniel and Barbara Lee
Dennis and Anna Lee
Diane F. Lee
Donald and Diane Lee
Donaldina Lee
Edmond and Kelly Lee
Edna and Clifford Lee
Edwin Lee
Elizabeth Lee
Francis Lee and Judee Takei
Gary and Nancy Lee
Gilbert Lee and Eunice Bejar-Lee
Herbert Lee
Jean M. Lee
Jean S. Lee
Jeffrey and Melvina Lee
Jeffrey Lee
Jenson and Winnie Lee
Jessica Lee
Joanne and Craig Lee
John and Amy Lee
John Lee
John Lee and Annie Wong
Joseph Lee and Irene Yang
June Lee
Katherine P. Lee
Kelvin and Brenda Lee
Kevin Lee
Leland and Deborah Lee
Lenora Lee
Leslie and Diane Lee
Lydia Lee and Thomas Or
Mandel and May Lee
Marisa Lee
Martin Lee
Marvin M. Lee
Melvin and Jeannie Lee
Michael Lee
Steve F. Lee
Nancy Lee
Nelson Lee and Michael Miyasaki
Panna Lee
Pauline Lee
Peter and Lorna Lee
Rachel Lee
Rev. Joseph S. L. Lee
Sandra Lee
Sherman and Elena Lee
Shirley Y. Lee
Sue Lee
Terry and Karen Lee
Terry and Trudy Lee
Thompson S. Lee
Tillie Lee and Ronald Rubia
Wallace Lee
Bi Yun Lei
Carol Lei
Su Wen Lei
Brandon Lem
Patrick Lem and Melody Hom
Ar-Yee Leong
Benny and Corrine Leong
Bettina Leong
Carolyn Wong Leong
Cheryl Leong
Eric and Irene Leong
Evon Leong
Faye Leong
Gracina and Calvin Leong
Irene Leong
Isabella Leong
James L. Leong
Mary and Dayton Leong
May Leong and Rory Maclysaght
Michele Leong and John Chin
Robert and Eva Leong
Russell and Sherlyn Leong
Ruth Leong
Sarabeth Leong
Sue Leong
Sylvia R. Leong
Terrence and Lianne Leong
Alan Leung
Alvin Leung and Maureen Hong-Leung
Bronia Leung
Doris C. Leung
George and Annette Leung
Joanna Leung
Kan-Ming and Siu-Fung Leung
Sandra Leung
Cole K. Y. Lew
David and Elizabeth Lew
Ernest Lew and Sharon Tatehara
Henry and Pansy Lew
Kevin and Theresa Lew
Leonard and Christina Lew
Robert and Etsuko Lew
Sheldon and Elaine Lew
Vivian L. Lew
Warren Lew
Chun Yan Li and Liem Dao Lam
Dongmei Li
Hellen Li
Lawrence Li and Fiona Lee
Nicholas and Tian Li
Nora Li
Scott and Sareen Li
Susan Quan and Evan Li
Wei Nan and Chang Ling Li
Wendy Li
Brian Lim
Dennis and Loretta Lim
Donald Lim and Elaine Wong
Kelly Lim
Kenneth and Dorothy Lim
Marian Lim
Raymond and Darlene Lim
Raymond and Diana Lim
Robert and Carol Lee Lim
Robert Lim
Stanley and Maryann Lim
Thomas and Bonnie Lim
Andrea Lin
Baine Lin
Diana Lin
Hui Ling Lin
Jeanne Lin
Sophia Lin
Dixie Lind
Brian and Jeanie Linden
Dale Lindstrom and Sylvia Won-Lindstrom
Randall and Rebecca Litteneker
Haiqing Liu
Kwok Liu and Pui Chu
Lucy Liu
Thomas and Lorelyn Liu
Timothy Liu and Stasia Leong Liu
Yan Yan Liu
Susan Gek Logan
Salei Loi
Flora Lok
Gregory Lok
Mariyln Long
Gordon and Lily Loo
Loren Loo and Ruby Chow
Gregory Look
Tom and Sharon Loui
Alice Louie
Anna Louie
Betty Louie
Carrie and Harvey Louie
David and Rhonda Louie
Delphine Louie
Dotson and Lawson Louie
Gary Louie
Gregory and Florence Louie
Hazel Louie
Henry and Lida Louie
Jonathan Louie and Cynthia Jang
Kendall and Susan Louie
Laura Louie
Lillie Louie
Linda Louie
Mariyln Louie
Michael and Caroline Louie
Natalie Louie
Nathan Louie
Raymond and Phyllis Louie
Pat and Leonard Sam
John and Heather Sampior
Mary Sansano
James and Lorraine Sato
Leandro Sayao
Jack and Arlene Schaupp
Dorothy Schoon
Meredith Scott
Mary Seid
Victoria Seid
Donald and Mary Seiki
Christina Seto
Karen Seto
Adrienne Shannon
Selina Shek
Clovis and Patricia Shem
Edward Shem
Wan En Shen and Wei Qiang Tan
Lily Sheung
Damaris (Dee) and Forrest (Bud) Shigley
Jung and Sabrina Shin
David Shum and Karen Goff
Rev. James and Tina Shum
Mary and John Simpson
Mary Harbison Sindle
Esther Siti
Cynthia Siu and Ryan Joe
Charles Smith
Virginia Smyly
Angela Snead
James and Patricia Snyder
Kara and Michael Sonobe
Selina E. Soo and Robert Lim
Leonard and Maxine Soo Hoo
Melanie Soo Hoo
David and Marcella Soohoo
Roger Soo Hoo
Marilyn Stanley
Jane Stewart
Deborah Sue
Ed and Amy Sue
Ron and Penny Sue
Karyln Sugai
Alan Sugaya and Linda Yee-Sugaya
Claudia Sun
Charles and Joan Sung
Richard Swart
David Takashima and Annie Wong
Margo and Fred Takemiya
Bessie Tam and Chris Soukup
Calvin F. Tam
Jannie Tam
Jeanette Tam and Darren Marsh
Jimmy Tam
Joseph Tam
Allan Tan
Gloria E. Tan
Hai Ming Tan and May Chun Chu
Wilson Tan
Yan Tan
Yan Tan and Jia Hong Lt
Edith Tanaka
Susan Tanaka
Jenny Tang
Kristine Tang
Dennis Tanimoto
Joseph B. Tanizawa
Ivane Tat
Buddy Tate Choy and Jeanne Choy Tate
Homer Teng and Lily Lui
Maria Terreces
Jill Thayer
Norman and Norma Therkelson
Elizabeth Thompson
Stacy Thompson
Sitki Timucin
Janet Suen Ting and Leslie K. Png
Kerry Tinney
Charles and Linda Tinsley
Choi Ping To and Shun Kay Ki
Diana Y. To
Allen and Denise Tom
Angela and Terence Tom
Audrey Tom
Carroll Tom and Joanne Low
Celia Tom
David Tom
David L. Tom
Diane Tom
Emma Tom
Eric Tom
Gary V. Tom
Ginger Tom
Gordon and Mary Tom
Joanna Tom
John and Rose Tom
Joyce Tom and Leonard Moon
Julia Tom
Katherine Tom
Leonard and Carolyn Tom
Lih and Munson Tom
Michael and Lauren Tom
Nathan and Su Lee Tom
Pattie Tom and William Ellison
Phil Tom
Phyllis Huey Tom
Randall and Candace Tom
Raymond and Grace Tom
Stephen and Toy San Tom
Whittney Tom
William Tom
Jean and James Tominaga
Adelaide Tong
Betty Tong
Katherine Tong and Bradford Woo
Mooni Tong
Ronald and Barbara Tong
Sandra Tong and Denise Schmitt
Sharon and Paul Tong
Theresa A. Tong
Vincent and Catherine Tong
Warren Tong
William Tong
Carole and Ode Touye
Alison Toy
Annie L. Toy
Benson Toy
Janet M. Toy
Michi and Norman Toy
Kelly Tran
Marlene Tran
Binh Trinh and Van Nhat Yuan
Suthee and Pira Tritasavit
Cindy H. Tse
Kwai Fong Tsui
Will and Myrna Luke Tsukamoto
Mary Ellen Tung
John and Bonita Turpin
Marjorie S. Tweedie
Sandra Der Tye
Ruth and Henry Tyson
Beverly Upton
Kasey Van Ostrand
Jeff Vanderbilt and Catherine Chelsa
Robert Vanwormer
Arati Vasan
Margaret J. Veneman
Karen Vied
William Vigna
Keith and Mable Vogt
Jill Wakeeman
Paul H. Wall
Lisa Wallace
Pamela Wang
Tiffany Wang
Heather Ward
Montira L. Warran
Shirley Warren
Brian and Jan Watanabe
Elizabeth Wells
Marilyn A. Wells
Oliver Wijayapala
Kenneth Wilcox
Jacqueline Williams
Elizabeth Wilson
Kenneth Windholz and Zinnia Lee
Shirley Wing
Abbie Wishart
Adrienne and Bertram Won
David Won and Hien Lam
Irene Won
John and Gloria Won
Sarah Won
Lynda Won-Chung
Alan and Rachel Wong
Alexandra Wong
Alice Wong
Anna Y. Wong
Anson and Marien Wong
Anthony and April Wong
Anthon and Heidi Wong
Benny Wong
Bik Yue Wong
Bowman and Marilyn Wong
Brooks and Marilyn Wong
Chuen Kam Wong
Collin and Ellen Wong
Cookie Wong and Jim Chanteloup
Cynthia Wong
Daniel Wong
Darren Wong and Craig Benner
Darryl and Evelyn Wong
Douglas and Rose Wong
Duncan Wong and Alice Yuen-Wong
Eileen J. Wong
Elaine Wong and David Leung
Gavin Wong
Gaye Wong
Gladys Wong
Harold and Gwendolyn Wong
Helen and Adam Wong
Henry and Sandra Wong
Im Hong and Shuk Yin Wong
Jane and Harland Wong
Janson and Colleen Wong
Jean and Tigner Wong
Jeannie Wong
Joanne Wong
Jones and Michelle Wong
Joni M. Wong
Jordan and Barbara Wong
Kelcie Wong
Kevin Wong
Kimball and Vivien Wong
Kinley Wong
Leonard B. Wong
Leslie C. Wong
Lillie Wong
Linda S. Wong
Lorna Wong and Jerry Lew
Lynna Susie Wong
Marcus and Jamie Wong
Michael and Sue Wong
Michael Wong and Stephanie Choy
Minnette Wong
Leland Y. Wong
Marcus Wong
Martin M. Wong
MyNin Wong
Pearl Wong
Peter and Annie Wong
Philip and Margery Wong
Priscilla Ping Wong
Randall and Charlene Wong
Raymond and Amy Wong
Richard W. and Landes Chung Wong
Russell and Arden Wong
Sebastian and Juliana Wong
Sherman and Agnes Wong
Shirley Lim Wong
Shirley Wong
Susan Wong and Timothy Barlow
Tabitha Wong
Tam Wong
Tamiko Wong
Tim and Josephine Wong
Tobian Wong
Truman and Pamela Wong
Virginia Wong
Wellington Wong and Patricia Louie
William D. and Roberta Wong
Yet Moy Wong
Yvonne and Weyman Wong
Calvin and Susan Woo
Caroline and George Woo
Cora and Victor Woo
Darren Woo
Deborah M. Woo
Gordon Woo
Jack and Irene Woo
Janice Woo and Michael Wong
Jean and Franklin Woo
Jerrick and Joanne Wong
Kelvin and Kristi Woo
Roberta Woo and Richard Cheung
Robin Woo
Russell and Sharon Woo
Sophie Woo
Wesley Woo
Wilbur and Dolores Woo
Cindy Wu
Cui Fang Wu
Frank Wu and Edwina Yee Wu
Juan Di Wu
Meici Wu
Ruth Wu
Xiao Ling Wu
Neil and Rita Wun
Arthur Wydler
Robert Wymann
QiJin Xiao
Jane Y. Yamada
Douglas and Betty Jo Yamamoto
Jason Yamashiro
Edwin Yan
Rev. Mariko Yanagihara and Glenn Yoshida
Andrea Ye
Allen Yee and Pui Chun Lee-Yee
Audrey Yee
Benjamin and Candace Yee
Bettina Yee and Gordon Lee
Calvin and Sharon Yee
Carolyn Yee
Doris Yee
Douglas and Elaine Yee
Edmund Yee and Nancy Lim-Yee
Evelyn and Willie Yee
Fan and Viola Yee
George and Mei Yee
Gordon and Laura Yee
Hellmann and Lorraine Yee
Jason Yee
Jeanne Yee and Bruce Eng
Joanne Yee and Mel Lum
Kay Yee and George Sherman
Kelley Yee
Kimberly Yee
Maria Yee
Richard and Lily Yee
Richard and Shirley Yee
Rodney and Delma Yee
Ronald and Anita Yee
Ronald and Terri Hong Yee
Victor L. Yee and Shirley B. Lee
Wiley and Mamie Yee
Hanlon Yip
Jun Yeung
Manho and Shirley Yeung
Martha Yick and William Mah
Willie Yick
Donaldina Yim
Eleanor Yim
Aaron Yip and Michelle Salcedo
Beverly B. Yip
David and Idia Yip
Michael Yip
Violet Yip
Xiani Yngojo-Wang
Glenn Yoshida and Mariko Yanagihara
Alan and Marlesse Young
Annette Young-Taw
Clarice Young
Flora Young
George and Diane Young
Helen and Michael Young
Helene Young
Herbert and Jane Young
Janice and Edwin Young
Lesley Young
Leslie and Linette Young
Mabel Young
Michael Young
Nancy Young
Nathan Young
Osla and Isabel Young
Preston and Joanne Young
Ralph and Hazel Young
Robert Young
Sherman and Frances Young
Victor and Linda Choy Young
Arthur and Claudia Yow
Alvin Yu
Amy Yu
Cassandra and Siu Yu
Lisa Diep Yu and Harney Yu
Jin Quan Yu and Yu Fen Huang
Judy Yu
Qiaoxing and Chong Xian Yu
Siu F. Yu
Xian Ming Yu and Hui Jun Zhang
Alfred and Christina Yuen
Gary Yuen
William and Minnie Yuen
Arthur and Joyce Yun
Judith Yong
Paul Zabelin
Leonard and Margaret Zavertnik
Fu Ming and Yan Ling Zeng
Jiao Ling Zeng
Bin Bin Zhao
Mei Chang Zhao
Bill Zhen
Liyan Zhen
Henry Zheng
Randall Zhong
Cheryl Zhou and Guang Lin
Siju L. Zimmerman
Richard Zuckerman

Community Donors:

API Cultural Center
Apple Inc.
Asian Pacific Fund
Asian Pacific Islander Legal Outreach
Asian Trends
Asian Women's Resource Center
Asian Women's Shelter, Inc.
AT&T
AT&T United Way Employee Giving Campaign
Audrey Modern
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Bank of America Employee Giving Campaign
Bank Of America United Way Campaign
Bank Of The West
Bank of the West Employee Giving Program
Biotext, LLC
Black Rock Inc.
Bloomingdales's
Our ability to keep things running smoothly is because of you: our everyday heroes! Thanks to your generosity, we’ve seen hundreds upon hundreds of low-income Chinese immigrants face some real challenges in their lives. But they haven’t faced them alone. Your support has allowed us to help them along their journey, provide them valuable experiences and resources, and rejoice with them over every accomplishment.

We wish you and your loved ones a safe, happy, healthy, and prosperous 2017.

Merry Christmas

Please consider putting Cameron House in your Will. Thank you!
Save the Date

for our next Community, Soul & Elegance Gala

Saturday, February 18, 2017 - 5:30 pm to 11:00 pm

South San Francisco Conference Center

To reduce postage costs and conserve resources, we will be mailing annual donation summary letters by request only. If you would like to receive one, please contact Annie at 415-781-0401 x123 or at annie@cameronhouse.org and we will gladly send one to you in January 2017. Thank you!

Tax Tips

A quick reminder to those 70.5 and older to take your required minimum distribution before year-end to avoid penalties. Talk to your tax advisor for details!

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!